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Dear Students !

 I take this opportunity to welcome you all to one of the most exciting & rewarding 
phase of your life. College education marks a transition from a controlled environment of 
the school to a highly autonomous & free environment of college. This autonomy & 
freedom further demands self discipline & a sense of responsibility on your part. Higher 
education, being at the apex of the educational structure, is instrumental in the progress of 
our society & nation. 
According to Sh. Rabindra Nath Tagore; “Education means enabling the mind to find out 
that ultimate truth which emancipates us from the bondage of dust and gives us wealth not 
of things but of inner light, not of power but of love. It is a process of enlightenment. It is 
divine wealth. It helps in realization of truth”. Higher education opens up new vistas of 
experiences for you to evolve & grow as upright citizens & fulfilled individuals. It helps 
you identify your talent and nurture it to take maximum advantage of the powers waiting to 
be unleashed from within. 
The complete emergence of the inner force available within you can be realized through 
the power of knowledge. To help the students realize their hidden potential and hone their 
innate skills and talents, a large number of activities, like: Sports and Games, Cultural 
Activities, Declamation Contests, Quiz Competitions, Career Counselling and Guidance, 
NSS, NCC and various Clubs and Societies have been devised to make your sojourn in this 
college more enriching and fruitful .
 We expect good qualities of discipline, punctuality, honesty, volunteerism, chivalry 
and hard work from each one of you to help us create the best environment for learning in 
this institution of higher education.
       
   "With Best Wishes & Blessings"

          Balbir Sagar Kalsaik
         Pricnicpal (off.)
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1. Prof. Ravinder Kumar (Convenor)
2. Prof. Dinesh Sharma
3. Rajinder Thakur

 

1. Prof. Vikas Suman (Convenor)
2. Rajinder Pista

1. Prof. Balvir Singh (Convenor)
2. Prof. Sanjeev
3. Prof. Narender Negi
4. Prof. Seema 








